
6C10814320 was first sold 20 April 1931 by the dealer, Oreste Peverelli in Como. We know this thanks to an 
important lead furnished by Angela Cherrett to David Love, the car’s most recent former owner. There is a 
possibility that the car was used by Peverelli prior to the sale. Research on this possibility is proceeding. The car 
was first sold just a few days after the Mille Miglia of 1931 at a very slightly discounted price … about 5% under the 
“normal” price for one of these cars at the time. Perhaps this discount is significant … and perhaps not?  
 

 
Oreste Peverelli (dealer) as of October 1931 
 … not in 6C10814320 so far as we can tell. 

 
The first private owner was Alfredo Böhi of Ponte Lambro, near Como. The writing in the PRA documents from 

Como and Milano appear to show “Boki Alfredo” and then “Botti Alfredo”. Thanks to some additional sleuthing 

done by Corrado Bellabarba, we know that the spelling of the name was “Bohi”. The name appears in a 1931 RACI 

membership listing and was of Swiss origin as “Böhi”.  Alfredo Bohi seems to have been a businessman. In 1927 he 

was an administrator of the “Cotonificio Ponte Lambro” (a textile plant) and by 1939 he was associated similarly 

with S.A.P. (Sistemi Automatici Prevenzioni) of Milano. Who knows what he was doing in 1931? The “fu Giovanni” 

notation in the PRA record tells us that Giovanni Bohi (his father) was acknowledged to be deceased at the time of 

the April 1931 sale of the car. Arnaldo Luigi Bohi (perhaps a brother?) appears in the RACI membership roster for 

1931 in the same town of Ponte Lambro, written as “Pontelambro” in the PRA documents. 

 

 

The car was next recorded as sold June 1933 to Enrico Bellonci of Milano and was re-registered there on 7 June 

1933. Neither Bohi nor Bellonci are known to have been racers of any sort but it may be that some local club 

events or show use might eventually be identified. 



The car was next recorded as having been sold September 1934 to Rolando Ernesto Schibler whose stated address 

was in care of the Automobile Club of Milano. Schibler exported the car to England and, by December, the GB 

registration plate “BLO 9” was issued to the car in London. In my lists I have adopted the practice of deleting any 

spaces in plate numbers (for consistent text search efforts with the computer) and therefor list the plate as 

“BLO9”. 

In March of 1935, the car is noted as having been sold by “Rhodes Moorhouse” (presumably William Henry 

Rhodes-Moorhouse?) to Alfa Romeo Sales (“Alfa Romeo British Sales” a.k.a. “F.W. Stiles”). Fred Stiles then sold the 

car on quickly to someone named “V. Zethrin” who may have been Valfrid Ernst Zethrin of Eltham, Kent?  Stiles 

then apparently took the car back from Zethrin in part exchange for another car not yet described. The car next 

passed from Stiles to Jack Bartlett in October of 1935. Bartlett was a well-known dealer in London. Unfortunately, 

the Alfa Romeo-related entries from Bartlett’s ledger (shared thanks to Simon Moore) end March 1935 and the 

early history trail ends. 

There is a 20-plus year period of no news about the car until it was sold April 1957 from someone on Hook Heath 

Avenue in Woking (Surrey) to Mr. Barrington Smith. I had a welcome note from Barry Smith in 2013, perhaps as 

the result of a posting on another thread here on the AlfaBB?  Along with a 1957 letter from Alfa Romeo and a 

letter from Thomson & Taylor, he shared the following photo, taken probably in 1959. 

 

 

Mr. Smith rebuilt the car and sold it 1959 to Harry Heathcote in Nuneaton. Heathcote then sold the car fairly 

quickly (still 1959) to Ralph B. Loucks, Jr. in Chicago. According to notes gathered to date, Ralph Loucks was a 

sports car enthusiast who had rallied in an MGTC during 1954, had raced an Arnolt Bristol during 1955 and 1956 

and raced an Abarth 750 during 1959.  As part of my studies, I’d very much like to identify both the Arnolt Bristol 

and the Abarth! 



 

Caption error! The photo above appeared in the magazine, “Today’s Motor Sports” for June 1961. It shows Ralph 

Loucks at “Road America” early in 1961. Does anybody know anything of the photographer, Bill Kravas? I fear he 

may be the same person as “William C. Kravas” (from Indiana) who died June, 2013 in Hawaii? 

The car was restored circa 1967 by Keith Hellon and continued to be enjoyed for some time by Ralph Loucks. He 

offered the car 1981 at a Kruse auction held in Chicago and I do not yet know if it sold at the auction or some time 

later to Roy Carver in California. Next it went to Marvin L. Johnson for a year (more or less) and then was sold on to 

Bill Lassiter (William G. Lassiter) in Florida. 

In October of 1986, David Love purchased 6C10814320 after a diligent search for a nice example. His search 

involved the inspection of several similar cars. David proceeded to enjoy 10814320 on various road events 

including the California Mille, the Colorado Grand and the Mille Miglia retrospective. 

I came to know the car through David’s ownership and enjoyed seeing it (and sometimes studying it) whenever 

there was a chance to do so. Until recently I thought it was one of very few similar cars that were never fitted with 

the auxiliary oil tank feature (see the photo from 1959, shared above) and this made me think that the car’s 

participation in a long distance race was unlikely. However, a restoration photo in the files with the car shows that 

the body very probably had the tank when new, as it does today. Some sense of “historical possibility” is renewed. 

10814320 is one of several cars that were modified early in their lives to have the “8C Monza” style radiator fairing 

that was very popular in Italy from 1932 to 1935 (or so) and was also popular in England for a time. I am hoping 

that we may learn one day who did the radiator fairing on this car … and when. It has certainly been part of the 

car’s presentation since 1959 and may well date from when the car was almost new? 


